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Abstract
The present paper shows the research output of a very renowned journal in the field of Library and Information Science. The data for the study has been obtained from Scopus database by using Source link. The study has been conducted to know the latest trends of papers being published in the journal and to know different factors in contribution yearly, author wise, national and international collaboration in publication, highly used keywords, etc. The results of the study reflects that during 2017-2021 decade highest productivity was made in the latest year 2021 (1605 papers) distantly followed by 2019 (997 papers). Shahzad, K. has been the top contributing authors in terms of publication in the journal. University of Nigeria contributed highest in case of top affiliations by contributing 156 papers during the decade while India has been the highly productive country (40.26 % share) in terms of publishing research output in the journal.
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